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In Week 2 of Art and Biotech we used Kombucha to make a 
biological structure where many classmates experienced the 
sensations and importance of biological design. the number of 
plastics, polymers, and earth-based materials that goes into several 
film productions within the film industry needs to be decimated for it 
is contributing to global trash pollution. Film budgets have been 
getting larger and larger, yet film staff that often live paycheck to 
paycheck hardly receive any pay because budgets are allocated 
towards production objects and technical software to add realism to a 
film. This puts a strain on the time and energy of potential talented 
screenwriters and creators to make pivotal work that can give 
audiences healthier messages towards critical societal issues such 
as cancel culture and mass shootings. Furthermore, audiences have 
been craving more realism in films and television shows more than 
ever due to mass media exposure which contributes to a rise in 
these budgets. To pragmatically descale the greater impact of 
income inequality, pollution, and toxic social forces in the film 
industry, we must focus on how biological technology can preserve 
realism, send positive impactful messages, allow budgets to grant 
livable wages, and mitigate the effects of physical waste on the 
environments around film productions. For my research proposals, I 
investigated big budget superhero films and horror films and the 
scope of film prop waste and inefficiency. I found that they have been 
attempting to make progress with biodegradable and biologically 
oriented film props, costumes, and scenes of the like. Yet, the film 
industry is still not properly disposing of their physical or attempted 
biological props which is contributing to landfill piling. Yet, the 
industry still believes that using physical materials is efficient for 
productions. With the attempt of biodegradable and biologically 
oriented film props, the industry still lacks in conveying important 
messages for society because of budget limitations on CGI and 
leveraging talent. My proposals introduce the remaking of a couple 
basic film props from corpses and organs to costume aesthetics to 
muscle suits in order to be very real, be economical and 
environmentally friendly. 

ABSTRACT



Superhero and Horror productions account for about 10% of the most polluted 
film sites in the world. The goal is to investigate the use of physical props in 
the film industry and how it is impacting the environment, audiences, and film 
production staff as well as providing biologically feasible solutions. Shockingly, 
the film industry has made attempts in the transition to bioprops. company 
(Insert) has been working with Superhero and Horror Studios to make the 
transition from physical components to biological components for aesthetics 
on people and scenery.

There is a mystery where all the physical props and materials goes after film. I 
found that top studios such as Disney and Fox produce about 5% of all film 
waste in the film industry. The Hollywood Film Industry has a total of three 
major landfills. I estimate that the big budget studios produce approximately 
10 tons of physical materials each year. Most of the props, costumes, and 
aesthetics displayed in film are used as spares within filming, but even during 
filming, most spare props are left as works in progress. In the current state of 
producing physical film props, plastics and polymers take decades to 
biodegrade and can harm the environment if left unincorporated. Furthermore, 
studios budgets for feature films have grown from a million dollars to 25 
million dollars or more due to an increase in technologies, staff, and travel 
expenses. They justify their budgets for they are doing all they can to increase 
realism. However, behind the scenes staff other than directors and producers 
have often been below minimum wage despite long hours and many 
sacrifices. Employees often have to unionize or join guilds just to get work to 
keep living. Even though studios put forth realism through CGI and Physical 
materials in regard to sacrificing their talent, potential talented screenwriters 
and creators cannot make pivotal work that can give audiences healthier 
inspiration to critical societal issues such as cancel culture and mass 
shootings. The re enforcement of abuse to workers and the environment is 
that audiences are ultimately getting what they want in entertainment, yet the 
industry remains toxic. 

CONCEPT / TOPIC 



The Hollywood Film Industry is dominated by men and profit 
motivated mass entity that influences many cultures and 

creates many divisions within our nation. I emphasize profit 
motivated, because news reporters have made 

socioeconomic inequality and environmental sustainability a 
non-pressing issue as to keep motivating record breaking 

audience members to keep buying movie tickets and 
subscriptions to media. As an incredibly liberal entity, a 

person would surmise that the industry cares about 
socioeconomic and environmental damages within their own 

people within the industry. Shockingly, I found that the 
studios have made impressive advancements in supporting 
unions and promoting more environmental advocacy to their 
own waste and its negative impact onto society. In order for 
Hollywood to continue delivering quality entertainment, they 

must mitigate the financial costs of CGI and Physical 
materials and instead divest it into production talent because 

people working on productions will quit otherwise and 
physical materials pollution will only get worse.

CONTEXT & PRECEDENCE



• Biological organs and corpses 
cultured from cells

• The purpose is to give realism to 
the seen through the graphic 
nature of the physicality involved in 
the objects.

• CGI and Physical Prop 
Manufacturing would be reduced 
by 28%

• The cells would be cultured in a lab 
at a large research institution and 
reimbursed by the studio

• Any waste of the biological organ 
or corpse can be put immediately 
into compost

• A whole new evolution of scenes 
would entail the interaction of such 
organs and corposes in unforeseen 
ways

PROJECT PROPOSAL (1)



• Biological growth suits for 
muscle and fat cultured from 
cells

• The purpose is to relax work on 
costume designers and allow 
actors to not undergo harsh 
workouts where the audience will 
not tell the difference in the realism

• CGI and Physical Prop 
Manufacturing would be reduced 
by 37%

• The cells would be cultured in a lab 
at a large research institution and 
reimbursed by the studio

• Any waste of the biological suits 
can be put immediately into 
compost

• A whole new evolution of scenes 
would entail the interaction of such 
fat suits in unforeseen ways

PROJECT PROPOSAL (2)



I can confidently say that the Film Industry 
is approaching the right direction towards 

becoming more environmentally and 
socioeconomically friendly. However, the 

progress towards making a full transition to 
biological props has only just begun at a 

slow rate. With the assistance of bio 
cultured technologies and more 

socioeconomic outcry by celebrities put on 
the film industry, the idea of a film industry 

beneficial for the environment, worker, 
studio, and audience is possible. Everyone 

can bring awareness through media and 
props made for everyone’s benefit. 

Hopefully everybody would like to have a 
transactional viewing experience.  

CONCLUSION
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